Commentators have often complained about specialization in the history of science. This essay discusses recent intellectual trends within our discipline in the light of significant changes in graduate training: both a relatively recent consensus as to the types of sources that are appropriate to analyze in a dissertation and the tremendous growth in the number of new dissertations completed each year in our field. It suggests that this kind of focus on pedagogical concerns provides useful analytic tools for historians investigating other fields in various times and places.
O VER THE PAST TWENTY YEARS various commentators have lamented the onset of specialization within the history of science. Fewer and fewer synthetic or generalist works get written; balkanization seems more and more the rule of the day.
1 Several explanations have been advanced. One important centrifugal force has been dissatisfaction with an older positivist philosophy of science, which once promised to define both what "science" is and how "the scientific method" works. All historians of science needed to do, it once seemed, was elaborate on the underlying picture with a few examples; the basic story line had already been set. Few historians or philosophers of science today subscribe to anything like that tidy program, and no single philosophical alternative has since earned pride of place. We no longer have any ready cue to tell us what "science" is, and hence we have lost one former source of coherence for our field.
Alongside the failure of positivism, according to most of these accounts, has been the rise within our field of social-and cultural-historical methods that have displaced a previous preoccupation with intellectual history. This shift has stemmed both from a widespread "anthropological turn" within history generally, with its attendant challenge to F O C U S "grand narratives," and from the rise of constructivist programs in the history and sociology of science-all driving a wave of microhistorical case studies rather than synthetic or generalist overviews. As Russell Jacoby put it so dourly in the mid 1980s, such intellectual shifts (he would have called them "fads") throughout the humanities and social sciences led to the ultimate "inflation-proof" academic product: one could always spin out another postmodernist analysis of some other author, artist, or episode, ad infinitum.
2 Without the previous metric to define "historical significance," nearly any event or group could become the center of someone's analysis. And with no need to build grand narratives, there was no longer much need to coordinate individual intellectual contributions. Ironically, in this analysis, those humanists and social scientists who had most squarely rejected positivism reproduced the positivists' reigning metaphor for scholarly production: we're all just bricklayers, no single brick being much distinguished from the rest (we just disagree as to whether this collection of bricks is meant to add up to anything in particular).
Surely these shifts in intellectual fashions and methodological presuppositions have played a significant role in the decline of the "generalist's vision" within the history of science. But I suspect that there are other important forces at work as well-forces that are ill captured by focusing so narrowly on competing intellectual programs. My approach to the question of specialization in the history of science centers on the exigencies of training graduate students. What counts as "appropriate" or "acceptable" scholarly worknot as measured by a litmus test of positivism versus constructivism, but in the more quotidian mechanics of selecting research topics, gathering sources, filing dissertation proposals, outlining chapters, and all the rest-and how have these conventions responded to institutional and demographic changes during the past few decades? The question, in other words, is how educational infrastructure helps to shape the world of ideas. I have been fascinated by these kinds of questions in trying to understand changes in American physics during the Cold War, and I believe a similar approach may offer insights into recent trends in the history of science.
During the past few decades, as the history of science has become more and more entrenched as a professional, autonomous academic discipline, basic expectations and standards for graduate students' work have shifted. Today Ph.D. dissertations in our field are expected to be based largely on previously unpublished primary sources. "That's what professional historians of science do"; what could seem more natural or appropriate? The range of sources continues to widen-from scientists' correspondence and research notebooks to grant proposals, architectural plans, simulation codes, oral histories, material objects, and so on-but the basic expectation that new work will draw on some kind of unpublished materials now cuts clear across any "internalism"/"externalism" divide. Yet of course it has not always been this way. Alexandre Koyré, for example, produced justly renowned studies of Galilean and Newtonian mechanics based almost entirely on Galileo's and Newton's published works; it is difficult to imagine a dissertation committee at most of our departments approving such a plan were it proposed by a graduate student today. When today's graduate students are pushed to broaden their training (and read books like Koyré's), it is almost always in the context of preparing for "general exams"-the design of which seems more geared to providing students with sufficient background to teach a recognized field in a standard undergraduate curriculum than to honing a generalist narrative in their dissertations.
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There is certainly no need to rehash the myriad reasons why historians no longer rely solely on scientists' publications, but it is worth noting some consequences of this shift. Archives (and similar research sites, such as museums) have rightly become central to our field-and with this shift has come a strong tendency toward localism. Sitting comfortably in a well-stocked library, Koyré and his colleagues could compare the intellectual efforts of scholars from across the "learned world," analyzing decades or even centuries of developments. Today, by contrast, limitations of funds and time make it difficult for graduate students to pursue in-depth studies of more than a handful of geographically dispersed archival collections or to plumb such collections over time periods spanning more than a few decades. There is also an increase in what might be called "archival positivism": an assumption that if documents have been well preserved then the topic must warrant study. In our field, as in many social sciences, the availability of data can trump questions of their inherent interest or greater meaning. Of course archives are important; and of course the requirement that graduate students cut their teeth on archivally based dissertations contributes to specialized projects of limited temporal, geographical, and intellectual scope.
Even more important is the rapid growth in numbers of new practitioners. For at least forty years historians and sociologists have noted the correlations between an academic field's specialization and the size of its pool of practitioners. As Derek Price emphasized so beautifully in the 1960s, more scientists (and scholars generally) are alive and working today than the sum total that had ever previously toiled on this earth; such is the nature of exponential growth. As early as the 1830s, feeling overwhelmed by the ever-rising numbers of learned journals, scientists began turning to abstracting journals just to try to keep pace. Predictably, the number of new abstracting journals rose at the same exponential clip as the number of new research journals, yielding a fractal pattern of escalating literature. 4 With so many practitioners producing so many books and articles, no one could claim to follow all of the literature on her or his own, and thus specialties were born. Under the relentless pressure of continued growth, even these specialties subdivided over and over again-a kind of mitosis of the scholarly mind.
We in the history of science may have come to this state of rapid growth more recently than other disciplines, but there can be little doubt that we are in it now. As many as eight hundred participants now register for each year's annual meeting of the History of Science Society, and every year the society struggles to accommodate the fast-growing numbers of paper proposals and session submissions. No wonder the meetings have become so Figure 1 are all Ph.D. dissertations accepted in the United States and Canada whose authors included "history of science" as one of the descriptors for the dissertation. Note that the database does not include separate subject descriptors for either "history of technology" or "history of medicine," and hence several of these dissertations are included in Figure 1 , although these topics remain a minority of all dissertations included in the "history of science" category (see Table 3 , below). In the Doctorate Records File maintained by the National Science Foundation, on the other hand, Ph.D. recipients were required to use only one subject descriptor instead of up to three to describe their dissertations. The number of Ph.D.'s per year counted in "history of science" in the United States within the NSF database remains basically the same as in the UMI set for the period 1974-1982 but ranges between 13 and 25 for the period 1983-1988, between 22 and 41 for 1988-1996, and between 36 and 50 for 1997-2002 . The Doctorate Records File may be accessed at http:// webcaspar.nsf.gov. I believe that the UMI dataset is more appropriate for present purposes, since it includes all Ph.D. recipients who self-identified as historians of science; these are people most likely to participate in the field's professional meetings, publish in its journals, apply for its jobs, and so on.
160 new dissertations relating to the history of science were produced per year during 1994-2003, compared [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] . Each of the previous decades, in other words, has seen a jump by a factor of two or more in the average number of new Ph.D.'s entering the field in a given year. This has far outpaced the increase in the total number of Ph.D.'s awarded in all fields within the United States: between 1988 and 1996, the number of new dissertations in the history of science grew eleven times faster than the growth rate for all U.S. doctorates combined.
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(Obviously the job market for our field has dramatically failed to keep pace, a subject that requires its own careful scrutiny.)
Consider some effects of this sudden surge in numbers on the question of specialization. Dissertations are expected to articulate and defend original theses based on primary sources; each graduate student and advisor must carve out something that the student can work on. Such rapid inflation in the number of new dissertations written and filed each year is bound to affect the range of "appropriate" or "acceptable" topics. What would it mean for a graduate student today (or during most of the past fifteen years) to say to herself, "I will write a dissertation covering the history of science during the early modern period," if two dozen dissertations on specific topics within that area had been written the previous year, with another two dozen the year before that, and so on? The problem is further exacerbated for topics from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, which for the past thirty years have dominated each year's crop of new dissertations. Many other fields have faced this size-based dilemma in the past. Price called growth curves akin to those shown in Figure 1 "the disease of science" in the early 1960s. Physicists in the United States decried the centrifugal forces that threatened to rend their discipline apart in the face of an overwhelming and unprecedented population explosion after World War IIand the physicists themselves were several decades behind the curve set by medical doctors in this country. 7 Intellectually, there are at least two responses that a discipline can make in the face of this kind of rapid growth: widen the scope of inquiry to include topics that had not been broached before; or divide up the known territory more and more finely into narrower and narrower subdivisions, so each practitioner knows more and more about less and less. 8 Both options carry potential consequences for the generalist's vision: while the former threatens to splinter a discipline into disjointed interest groups for whom it becomes increasingly difficult to find common ground, the latter threatens to create narrow-minded specialists unable to peer beyond the bounds of their delimited studies. In terms of the periods and places we study, historians of science have tended toward the latter option. Remarkably little shift has occurred in the broad time periods analyzed by all of those dissertations: the proportion of dissertations on ancient and medieval topics, on the early 6 Data on total Ph.D.'s awarded in the United States come from the NSF's Doctorate Records File. Using only those Ph.D.'s marked "history of science" in the NSF database, rather than the UMI database, the rate of growth for our field still exceeds that for all Ph.D.'s by a factor of 5.6 between 1988 and 1999.
7 Price, Science since Babylon, Ch. 5 (cit. n. 4). On the population explosion in U.S. physics and its effects see David Kaiser, "Cold War Requisitions, Scientific Manpower, and the Production of American Physicists after World War II," Historical Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, 2002, 33:131-159 modern period, and on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was nearly the same in 2000 as it was in 1980, even as the total number of dissertations grew sixfold. (Within the modern category there has been a shift toward more recent topics; see Table 1.)   9 One might have expected the "anthropological turn" to lead historians of science to consider a broader range of politico-cultural settings, to answer the persistent call to look seriously at non-Western examples. For the most part we have not done this, instead shifting the balance of our professional gaze from Western Europe to the United States, with nary a sidelong glance beyond these two regions (see Table 2 ).
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The distribution of topics within these times and places shows much greater variation (see Table 3 ). Twenty-five years ago, nearly one in two dissertations in the history of science concerned the modern physical sciences; by 2000 the proportion had fallen to one in ten. New areas of study, such as science in popular culture, have flourished. More important, recent dissertations have been distributed over topics much more evenly than those in previous years. Whereas we have continued to stick overwhelmingly to the modern period and to North America and Western Europe, we have extended our studies to a wider range of sciences.
Such an expansion of fields receiving intense study, together with the smoothing out of the numbers of people studying each area, carries no single valence. On the one hand, we 9 The data in Tables 1-3 are based on my analysis of the UMI set of "history of science" Ph.D. dissertations accepted by institutions in the United States and Canada. I have assigned dissertations to these various categories on the basis of their titles and abstracts.
10 One third of the dissertations listed as "other" for the 2000 cohort in Table 2 are no longer all studying the modern physical sciences (no doubt a healthy development); on the other, we have furthered a kind of balkanization. A room containing nine randomly selected young historians of science today is likely to contain specialists who work on as many distinct areas of research.
Does this widening of our (collective) research topics inexorably lead to our inability to talk with each other? I don't think so; demographics are not destiny. It does, however, indicate a need to reexamine some of our taken-for-granted assumptions about how best to train new members of our field. We would do well to instill a renewed emphasis on certain questions or themes that can speak across this patchwork of specialized topics and localized archives. Obviously these themes should not become doctrinal; nor is there much danger that that could happen: our field is already too large and varied for any single "program" to convert a majority. There are general questions, though, that might provide an interesting, if imperfect, lingua franca. These have to do with what I like to call "epistemic bite": How do our increasingly sophisticated analyses of context matter to the form and shape of scientific knowledge? What questions seemed coherent (let alone worth asking) to specific groups in various times and places? With what means did they find it appropriate to search for results, communicate findings, and adjudicate answers? What kinds of work went into spreading these findings among large and heterogeneous communities-and with what effects on the knowledge claims and on their claimants?
One approach I have used to gain traction with these questions is to promote pedagogy to a central analytic category. Since at least the middle of the nineteenth century, nearly all practicing scientists and engineers have gone through some kind of formal training; the past century and a half has seen the decline of the "gentlemanly amateur of science." 11 Naturally the forms of training have varied across time and place, as well as across the evolving disciplinary map. Yet the necessity of some form of training has emerged as one constant across these many settings. Scientific training thus presents a rich arena to explore along several axes-intellectual, political, cultural-across a broad range of sites. F O C U S Historians and sociologists of education have long emphasized that pedagogy is anything but a passive or neutral activity. What counts as "appropriate" or "acceptable" pedagogy in a given setting is always conditioned by decisions as to what skills students should acquire (and why), as well as related concerns about labor supplies and the flow of human capital into and beyond instructional settings. Educational institutions serve as crucibles for reproducing cultural, political, and moral values as well as for replicating skills among new generations of practitioners. Schools guide students (with varying shades of subtlety and effectiveness) to become good citizens and to forge appropriate identities and roles in society. Of course, what counts as "good citizenship," just like what counts as "appropriate skills," always reflects active decisions (and often fraught controversy and bitter negotiations) made in specific contexts. 13 In short, historically contingent, culturally specific regimes of training tether the netherworld of scientific ideas and practices. As such, pedagogy offers historians of science a major theme with which to compare and combine otherwisedisparate case studies. Moreover, the central role of training extends far beyond the sciences, allowing for greater interactions with scholars in neighboring branches of history, sociology, and anthropology. While it is certainly no panacea, directing our attention to scientific training promises one way for us to learn from each other how the multifacted sciences-always partial and local-have stumbled along.
